
 

 
 

Alchemical Vessels 2018: OUR COMMON THREAD 
 

THIS YEAR'S BENEFIT WILL BE CONDUCTED AS FOLLOWS: 

 
$300 “PREMIER” tickets 1-20 

“Premier” ticket holders are guaranteed the selection of a top 20 vessel. Ticket holders know their 
ticket number, which is also the order of selection (#1-20). 

During the evening, “Premier” ticket holders will be called 1st in order, from ticket #1 to #20. Each 
patron will have five minutes to choose which vessel to select. Ten patrons will select at the same time. The 
patron who purchased the #1 ticket will go first, the purchaser of ticket #2 will go second and so on until we 
reach ticket #20. Each patron, after ticket #2, will have 3 choices on a list in order of preference. If their 1st 
choice is available, then it is theirs, if it was chosen by a patron with a lower number, then they get their 
second choice, and so on. We will have volunteers to assist patrons through the process during the evening. 

 
$175 “STANDARD BENEFIT” tickets 21-118 

“Standard Benefit” tickets assure the purchase of a vessel after “Premier” ticket holders have made 
their selections. These tickets will go into a LOTTERY system, where random numbers for order of vessel 
selection will be drawn during the evening. 

Once the “Premier” ticket holders have selected their vessels, the “Standard Benefit” ticket holders’ 
numbers will be drawn by lottery system. Each patron will have five minutes to choose which vessel to select. 
Ten patrons will select at the same time with the assistance of a volunteer. Each patron will select 3 vessels in 
order of preference. Once the choices have been made, the patron and a volunteer will bring their selections 
to the Master of Ceremonies, where the selection process will proceed in order of assigned selection number 
and vessel chosen based on the patron’s preferred piece of those remaining. 

 
$50 “BENEFIT ONLY” ticket 

“Benefit Only” ticket holders are invited to enjoy all the festivities of the evening: the music, food, 
drink and of course, the Alchemical Vessels artwork! You are welcome to upgrade your ticket to the “Standard 
Benefit” level ticket at any time during the evening, while these tickets last. 

 
Every purchase of a benefit ticket supports Smith Center for Healing and the Arts and our mission to develop 

and promote healing practices that explore physical, emotional, and mental wellness and lead to life-affirming 

changes to those affected by cancer. 

Please feel free to ask a staff member if you have any questions! 

Thank you for joining us! 

 

VIEW COMPLETE IMAGE LIST HERE. 

https://www.joanhisaokagallery.org/s/AV-2018-Image-List.pdf
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